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Abstract
The extensive usage of composite materials in modern industrial applications implies a great range of possible struc-
tural failure modes for which the structure has to be frequently and thoroughly inspected. Nonlinear guided wave
inspection techniques have been continuously gaining attention during the last decade. This is primarily due to their
sensitivity to very small sizes of localised damage. A number of complex transformation phenomena take place when
an elastic wave impinges on a nonlinear segment, including the generation of higher and sub-harmonics. Moreover, the
transmission and reflection coefficients of each wave type become amplitude dependent. In this work, a generic Finite
Element (FE) based computational scheme is presented for quantifying guided wave interaction effects with Localised
Structural Nonlinearities (LSN) within complex composite structures. Amplitude dependent guided wave reflection,
transmission and conversion is computed through a Wave and Finite Element (WFE) method. The scheme couples
wave propagation properties within linear structural waveguides to a LSN and is able to compute the generation of
higher and sub-harmonics through a harmonic balance projection. A Newton-like iteration scheme is employed for
solving the system of nonlinear differential equations. Numerical case studies are presented for waveguides coupled
through a joint exhibiting nonlinear mechanical behaviour.
Keywords: Wave Interaction with Damage, Finite Elements, Composite Structures, Nonlinear Ultrasound, Structural
nonlinearities
1. Introduction
Modern industrial structures are increasingly made of composite layered materials due to their well-known ben-
efits. Composite structures may however exhibit a great variety of structural failure modes (including delamination,
fibre breakage, matrix cracking and debonding) and must be frequently inspected in order to ensure continuous struc-
tural integrity. An increasing tendency within the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) community is the ’shift to
the left’ maintenance strategy [1] for which the earliest possible detection of damage is important. When it comes
to the aeronautical industry, approximately 27% of an average modern aircraft’s lifecycle cost [2] is spent on inspec-
tion and repair. The use of ’oﬄine’ structural inspection techniques currently leads to a massive reduction of the
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Nomenclature
Aω,−q , A
ω,−
f Generalised displacement and force wave interaction coefficients for an incoming wave of frequency ω
M, C and K Mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the coupling element
D Dynamics Stiffness Matrix (DMS) of a waveguide’s modelled periodic segment
ℜ Real operator
R Transformation matrix
S Wave scattering coefficient matrix
T Wave propagation transfer matrix
T1, T2 Harmonic motion transformation matrices, functions of τ
a+, a− Amplitudes of waves moving towards and away of the coupling element
f Forcing vector for an elastic waveguide
fNL Nonlinear force vector induced by the coupling element’s inherent inelastic behaviour
q Physical displacement vector for an elastic waveguide
z Physical displacement vector for the coupling element
Lx Dimension of a waveguide’s modelled periodic segment
L, R, I Left, right sides and interior indices
c Transmission coefficient
r Reflection coefficient
k Wavenumber
j Number of DoF on each cross-section of the periodic waveguide segment
h, H Harmonic index and total number of harmonics considered in the harmonic balance projection
Hm Index of the lowest subharmonic considered in the harmonic balance projection
n, N Waveguide index and total number of waveguides existing in the considered system
w, Wn Wave eigenvector index and total number of waves accounted for in waveguide n
s Periodic segment positioning index
t Time
Φ
hω,+
q , Φ
hω,−
q Grouped displacement eigenvectors for the positive and negative going elastic waves at frequency hω
Φ
hω,+
f , Φ
hω,−
f Grouped forcing eigenvectors for the positive and negative going elastic waves at frequency hω
φq, φ f Displacement and forcing eigenvectors
γ Propagation constant and eigenvalue of the wave propagation eigenproblem
τ Generalised time variable
ω Fundamental input angular frequency
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aircraft’s availability and significant financial losses for the operator. The online nondestructive detection and eval-
uation of damage in industrial structural components is of paramount importance for monitoring the condition and
residual life estimation of in-service structures. Linear ultrasonic Guided Wave (GW) techniques have been widely
employed for this purpose. These techniques however are primarily sensitive to gross defects but much less sensitive
to micro-damage. Nonlinear acousto-ultrasonic techniques, have been steadily receiving increasing attention during
the last decade. Complex wave phenomena such as higher and subharmonic wave generation, nonlinear resonances
or mixed frequency response can be induced by the two principal sources of nonlinearity in the structural system,
namely nonlinear elasticity and contact nonlinearity.
Elastic wave distortion and generation of higher harmonics during propagation in nonlinear media has been re-
ported as early as in [3]. The first attempt for modelling wave interaction with nonlinear joints can be found in [4, 5]. It
has been widely demonstrated that nonlinear ultrasonic techniques can be successfully deployed for detecting cracks
as well as distributed structural deterioration (e.g. fatigue) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The success of the developed
methods is based on predicting and measuring the nonlinearities-induced wave effects which are pronounced in dam-
aged and degraded structures but nearly unmeasurable in the undamaged ones. A number of Nonlinear Elastic Wave
Spectroscopy (NEWS) approaches [13, 14, 15] have also been presented and proved capable of detecting the pres-
ence of damage of very small sizes (in the order of 0.1mm) in composite structures. Wave propagation and material
degradation detection in 1-D and 2-D media was investigated through a spring model in [16, 17]. A numerical scheme
for predicting nonlinear wave interaction with an interface of rough surfaces in contact was presented in [18]. The
non-collinear mixing of bulk shear waves investigated in [19] presented significant potential for assessing material
state than other nonlinear ultrasonic techniques because system nonlinearities can be both independently measured
and largely eliminated. The development of an analytical framework for modelling the multi-modal guided wave
interaction with damage was presented by the authors of [20, 21]. In [22], a numerical scheme was presented in order
to quantify the amplitude of the reflected compression and Rayleigh waves when impinging at the edge of an elastic
plate. In [23] the authors coupled linear to nonlinear FE segments and investigated wave interaction with damage in
3-D solid media by means of a Landau’s theory. Detection of fatigue damage in composite structures through higher
harmonics generations has also recently been reported [24]. The short reviews provided by the authors in [25, 26] are
informative on the general progress of nonlinear ultrasonics, while a comprehensive outline on the techniques dedi-
cated to predicting and measuring higher harmonic generation in metallic structures is presented in [27]. An inclusive
review on modelling wave-crack nonlinear interaction phenomena can be found in [28]. Despite the aforementioned
attempts to capture wave interaction with LSNs, there is currently no generic computational scheme for predicting
these quantities for composite layered structures.
The FE based wave propagation analysis within periodic structures was firstly considered in [29]. The wave
dispersion characteristics within the layered media can be accurately predicted for a very wide frequency range,
by solving a polynomial eigenvalue problem for the propagation constants to be sought. The work was extended
to 2-D media in [30]. The WFE method was introduced in [31] in order to facilitate the post-processing of the
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eigenproblem solutions and further improve the computational efficiency of the method. The vibration of a uniform
waveguide through the WFE technique was investigated in [32, 33]. The method was also employed in order to
predict the dynamic and vibroacoustic response [34, 35, 36] of layered structures. The same FE based approach has
been employed in order to compute the reflection and transmission coefficients of waves impinging on linear joints of
finite dimensions [37, 38].
In this work, a generic FE-based scheme for computing wave interaction with LSNs is presented for the first time.
Guided wave reflection, transmission and conversion is computed through a wave and finite element approach. The
scheme couples wave propagation properties within linear structural waveguides to a LSN and is able to determine the
generation higher and sub-harmonics for each wave type through a harmonic balance projection. The new approach
can predict reflections and transmissions at harmonic frequencies with a speed that is orders of magnitude faster than
conventional transient FE solutions. The structure can be of arbitrary complexity, layering and material characteristics
as FE modelling is employed. A Galerkin projection is used to transform the system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions of motion into a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which is subsequently solved through a Newton’s iteration
method. The generation of wave harmonics, as well as amplitude-dependent wave reflection and transmission coef-
ficients are reported through the exhibited numerical case studies. This is the first approach that can accurately and
efficiently map the frequency-dependent interactions of guided waves with nonlinearities in complex structures.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec.2 the formulation of the wave and finite element method for predicting
acoustic and ultrasonic GW interaction with LSNs is presented. A description of the Galerkin projection as well as
of the Newton’s iteration scheme employed for solving the system of nonlinear differential equations is also given. In
Sec.3 the proposed method is validated for two different waveguides through comparison to full transient FE analyses.
Conclusions on the presented work are given in Sec.4.
2. Elastic wave interaction with structural nonlinearities
2.1. Computing wave propagation in a layered structure through a wave and finite element method
Elastic wave propagation is considered in the x direction of the linear layered waveguide of Fig.1. The problem
can be condensed using a transfer matrix approach as in [31]. The frequency dependent Dynamic Stiffness Matrix
(DMS) of the waveguide’s periodic segment can be partitioned with regard to its left/right sides and internal DoF as

DLL DLI DLR
DIL DII DIR
DRL DRI DRR


qL
qI
qR

=

fL
0
fR

(1)
with q the displacement and f the forcing vectors. Using a dynamic condensation for the internal DoF the problem
can be expressed as 
DLL − DLID−1II DIL DLR − DLID
−1
II DIR
DRL − DRID−1II DIL DRR − DRID
−1
II DIR


qL
qR
 =

fL
fR
 (2)
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Figure 1: Caption of the WFE modelled composite waveguide with the left and right side nodes qL, qR bullet marked. The range of interior nodes
qI is also illustrated.
Assuming that no external forces are applied on the segment the displacement continuity and force equilibrium equa-
tions at the interface of two consecutive periodic segments s and s + 1 give
qs+1L = q
s
R
f s+1L = −f
s
R
(3)
Using Eqs.2,3 the relation of the displacements and forces of the left and right sides of the segment can be written as

qs+1L
f s+1L
 = T

qsL
f sL
 (4)
and the expression of the symplectic transfer matrix T can be formulated
T =

D11 D12
D21 D22

[2 j×2 j]
(5)
with
D11 = −(DLR − DLID−1II DIR)−1(DLL − DLID−1II DIL)
D12 = (DLR − DLID−1II DIR)−1
D21 = −DRL + DRID−1II DIL+
+(DRR − DRID−1II DIR)(DLR − DLID−1II DIR)−1(DLL − DLID−1II DIL)
D22 = −(DRR − DRID−1II DIR)(DLR − DLID−1II DIR)−1
(6)
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With a wave propagating freely along the x direction, the propagation constant γ = e−ikLx relates the right and left
nodal displacements and forces by
qsR = γq
s
L
f sR = −γf sL
(7)
By substituting Eqs.3,7 in Eq.4, the free wave propagation is described by the eigenproblem
γ

qsL
f sL
 = T

qsL
f sL
 (8)
whose eigenvalues γw and eigenvectors φw =

φq
φ f

w
solution sets provide a comprehensive description of the
propagation constants and the wave mode shapes for each of the elastic waves propagating in the structural waveguide
at a specified angular frequency ω. Both positive going (with γ+w and φ+w) and negative going waves (γ−w and φ−w) are
sought through the eigensolution. Positive going waves are characterised [38] by
| γ+w |≤ 1,
ℜ(iωφ+⊤f φ+q ) < 0 if | γ+w |= 1
(9)
stating that when a wave is travelling in the positive x direction its amplitude should be decreasing, or that if its
amplitude remains constant (in the case of propagating waves with complete absence of attenuation), then there is
time averaged power transmission in the positive direction.
2.2. Wave interaction with linear localised structural inhomogeneities
The layered and periodic in the x direction waveguide of Fig.1 is hereby considered, with its propagation constants
for the elastic waves travelling in the x direction sought as described in Sec.2.1. For the sake of progressive presen-
tation of the approach, we are initially assuming a system of two waveguides connected through a linear structural
coupling element which is entirely FE modelled and which has different mechanical characteristics than the ones of
the two waveguides coupled to it. A depiction of the system is presented in Fig.2. As already stated, each waveguide
can be of different layering and can also support a different number Wn of propagating waves at a given angular fre-
quency ω. An extensive description of how to deal with waveguides having different layouts and meshes can be found
in [37]. Each supported wavemode w with w ∈ [1 · · ·W1] for waveguide 1 in the system can be grouped as
Φ
+
1,q =
[
φ+q,1 φ
+
q,2 · · · φ
+
q,W1
]
Φ
+
1, f =
[
φ+f ,1 φ
+
f ,2 · · · φ
+
f ,W1
]
Φ
−
1,q =
[
φ−q,1 φ
−
q,2 · · · φ
−
q,W1
]
Φ
−
1, f =
[
φ−f ,1 φ
−
f ,2 · · · φ
−
f ,W1
]
(10)
with each matrix being of dimension [ j×W1]. Similarly the equivalent expressions for waveguide 2 (i.e. Φ+2,q,Φ+2, f ,Φ−2,q,Φ−2, f )
can be obtained with eigenvectors being normalised to unity. The wave modes of the entire system can be computed
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Figure 2: Periodic elastic waveguides connected through a coupling element exhibiting inhomogeneous but linear mechanical behaviour. Coupling
element is depicted in the highlighted frame and is entirely FE modelled. A positive going wave + of angular frequency ω impinging on the
coupling element will give rise to reflected and transmitted outgoing − waves of the same frequency.
for the fundamental excitation frequency ω and be grouped as
Φ
+
q =

Φ
+
1,q 0
0 Φ+2,q
 (11)
with similar expressions standing for Φ+f , Φ
−
q , Φ
−
f . Assuming that the two waveguides have the same number of
degrees of freedom j at their interfaces and that the same number of waves is retained for both of them in the wave
basis, then the size of the above table will be [2 j × 2W]. For each waveguide, the local coordinate system is defined
such that the waveguide’s axis is directed towards the joint (direction +). The rotation matrix Rn transforms the
DoFs from the local to the global coordinates of the system. For the two-waveguide system, rotation matrices can be
grouped in a block diagonal matrix R as
R =

R1 0
0 R2

[2 j×2 j]
(12)
The equation of motion for the linear, FE modelled coupling element can be in general written as
Mz¨(t) + Cz˙(t) +Kz(t) = fext(t) (13)
with fext(t) being the external forces applied to the coupling element by the two waveguides. The continuity conditions
for the element give
z(t) = Rq(t) (14)
with q = [q⊤1 q⊤2 ]⊤[2 j×1]. The equilibrium at the coupling element gives
fext(t) − Rf(t) = 0 (15)
with f(t) the set of forces applied by the impinging and outgoing waves to the coupling element.
2.2.1. Calculation of the wave scattering matrix
Waves of the fundamental excitation frequency ω having amplitudes aω,+1 are impinging on the coupling element
from the side of waveguide 1. Their interaction with the coupling element will give rise to reflected waves of ampli-
tudes aω,−1 = r
ω
1,1a
ω,+
1 in waveguide 1, while they also give rise to transmitted waves of amplitudes a
ω,−
2 = c
ω
2,1a
ω,+
1 in
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the second waveguide with rω1,1 and c
ω
2,1 being matrices containing the reflection and transmission coefficients of the
coupling element at frequencyω. These coefficients define the wave scattering matrix Sω of the joint, whose partitions
relate the amplitudes of the incident and scattered waves as
aω,− = Sωaω,+ (16)
with aω,+[2W×1] the vector containing the amplitudes of the incoming waves moving towards the coupling element and
aω,−[2W×1] the vector containing the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted outgoing waves. The wave scattering
matrix Sω for the two-waveguide linear system can be written as
Sω =

r1,1 · · · c1,W · · · c1,2W
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
cW,1 · · · rW,W · · · cW,2W
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
c2W,1 · · · c2W,W · · · r2W,2W

ω
[2W×2W]
(17)
which can be computed for the selected range of harmonics of the fundamental frequency ω. The motion of the
waveguides in the physical 3D coordinate system is described in terms of displacements q and forces f. On the other
hand, in the wave domain the same motion can be described as a linear superposition of the retained propagating wave
vectorsΦω,+−n,q ,Φ
ω,+−
n, f along with their amplitudes a
ω,+ and aω,−. This superposition can be expressed as
qn(t) = Φω,+n,q aω,+n cos(ωt) +Φω,−n,q aω,−n cos(ωt)
fn(t) = Φω,+n, f aω,+n cos(ωt) +Φω,−n, f aω,−n cos(ωt)
(18)
and by concatenating the corresponding vectors and matrices the general expressions for q and f for the system of
waveguides can be expressed as
q(t) = Φω,+q aω,+ cos(ωt) +Φω,−q aω,− cos(ωt)
f(t) = Φω,+f aω,+ cos(ωt) +Φω,−f aω,− cos(ωt)
(19)
It is noted that sin terms are not included in the above expansions as the phase of each wave scattering coefficient is
captured by the imaginary part of the sought interaction coefficients aω,−. By performing the convenient substitution
τ = ωt and grouping the trigonometric terms the following expression can be acquired
q(τ) = Φω,+q T2aω,+ + T1Aω,−q (20)
with T2(τ) =

cos τ 0
0 cos τ
, T1(τ) =
[diag(cos τ)][2 j×2 j] and Aω,−q being the generalised displacement wave inter-
action coefficient vector written as
Aω,−q =
{
Φ
ω,−
q Sωaω,+
}
[2 j×1]
(21)
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The following expressions can be immediately derived
f(τ) = Φω,+f T2aω,+ + T1Aω,−f
q˙(τ) = ωΦω,+q
dT2
dτ a
ω,+ + ω
dT1
dτ A
ω,−
q
q¨(τ) = ω2Φω,+q
d2T2
dτ2
aω,+ + ω2
d2T1
dτ2
Aω,−q
(22)
with Aω,−f formulated similarly to A
ω,−
q . Substituting Eqs.20,22 into Eqs.14,15 and then into Eq.13 gives the gener-
alised expression for the equation of motion of the coupling element
ω2MRΦω,+q
d2T2
dτ2
aω,+ + ω2MRd
2T1
dτ2
Aω,−q + ωCRΦω,+q
dT2
dτ a
ω,++
+ωCRdT1dτ A
ω,−
q +KRΦω,+q T2aω,+ +KRT1Aω,−q = RΦ
ω,+
f T2a
ω,+ + RT1Aω,−f
(23)
A set of equations with the transmission and reflection coefficients as unknowns can be obtained through a Galerkin
projection of Eq.23 as
2pi∫
0
[
T⊤1
[
ω2MRd
2T1
dτ2
+ ωCRdT1dτ +KRT1
]
A
ω,−
q − T⊤1 RT1A
ω,−
f
]
dτ+
2pi∫
0
T⊤1
[
ω2MRΦω,+q
d2T2
dτ2
+ ωCRΦω,+q
dT2
dτ +KRΦ
ω,+
q T2 − RΦ
ω,+
f T2
]
aω,+dτ = 0
(24)
A Newton’s iterative scheme can be eventually employed in order to extract the wave interaction coefficients Sω out
of Eq.24 by exciting one by one the incoming waves for each waveguide (that is by setting all wave amplitudes in aω,+
to zero except for the investigated incoming wave). As no matrix inverse is involved for the computation of the wave
interaction coefficients (in contrast to [38]), a reduced wave basis can be retained without ill-conditioning of the above
expressions. It should be stressed that modelling non-conservative waveguides and coupling elements implies that all
computed wavenumbers will be complex and the strict distinction between evanescent and propagating waves breaks
down. In that case, an extended wave basis should be retained (all waves having a non-negligible real wavenumber
part should be kept) in order to take into account for wave conversions induced by material damping. In most practical
situations however, the assumption of a conservative coupling element yields reliable results for the wave interaction
coefficients as discussed in [39].
2.3. Wave interaction with structural nonlinearities
It is hereby assumed that the modelled coupling element exhibits a specific and known nonlinear mechanical
behaviour. It is still given that an incident wave of fundamental frequency ω is impinging on the coupling element,
however this localised nonlinearity in the system will give rise to a number of waves of super-harmonic (hω) and
sub-harmonic (ω/h) frequencies during the interaction process (see Fig.3). The wave basis for each waveguide can
be computed and grouped as in Eq.11, however in order to project wave motion in multiple sub-harmonics and super-
harmonics then the corresponding wave bases should also be included in the following calculations. The number
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Figure 3: Periodic elastic waveguides connected through a coupling element exhibiting inelastic mechanical behaviour. A positive going wave + of
angular frequency ω impinging on the coupling element will give rise to reflected and transmitted outgoing − waves of multiple subharmonic and
superharmonic frequencies.
of higher harmonics H and subharmonics Hm to be computed and included in the wave basis depends on the order
of nonlinearity of the modelled coupling element (see also [20, 21]). Therefore each supported wavemode w with
w ∈ [1 · · ·Wn] for each waveguide in the system has to be computed for the super and sub-harmonics hω with
h ∈ [1/Hm · · · 1 · · ·H] and be grouped as
Φ
hω,+
q =

Φ
hω,+
1,q 0
0 Φhω,+2,q

[2 j×2W]
(25)
with similar expressions standing for Φhω,+f , Φ
hω,−
q , Φ
hω,−
f . The equation of motion for the nonlinear, FE modelled
coupling element can now be generically written as
Mz¨(t) + Cz˙(t) +Kz(t) + fNL = fext(t) (26)
with fNL the nonlinear force vector induced by the coupling element’s inherent inelastic behaviour. The same conti-
nuity and equilibrium conditions for the element are applied as expressed by Eqs.14,15. Waves of the fundamental
excitation frequency ω having amplitudes aω,+n are impinging on the coupling element from waveguide 1. For each
considered harmonic hω, they give rise to reflected waves of amplitudes ahω,−1 = r
hω
1,1a
ω,+
1 in the first waveguide, while
they also generate transmitted waves of amplitudes ahω,−2 = c
hω
2,1a
ω,+
1 in the second waveguide with r
hω
1,1 and c
hω
2,1 being
matrices containing the reflection and transmission coefficients of the coupling element at each harmonic hω. These
define the wave scattering matrix Shω of the joint
ahω,− = Shωaω,+ (27)
which now has to be computed for each considered sub-harmonic and super-harmonic frequency. The wave scattering
matrix Shω now projects the incoming waves aω,+ of fundamental frequencyω to each of the higher and sub-harmonics
hω. The matrix can be computed for the selected range of harmonics of the fundamental frequency ω. Similarly to
Eq.18, a superposition expression can be written for the case where wave energy escapes towards higher and sub-
harmonics as
qn(t) = Φω,+n,q aω,+n cos(ωt) +
H∑
h=1
Φ
hω,−
n,q a
hω,−
n cos(hωt) +
Hm∑
h=2
Φ
hω,−
n,q a
hω,−
n cos( 1hωt)
fn(t) = Φω,+n, f aω,+n cos(ωt) +
H∑
h=1
Φ
hω,−
n, f a
hω,−
n cos(hωt) +
Hm∑
h=2
Φ
hω,−
n, f a
hω,−
n cos( 1hωt)
(28)
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and by concatenating the corresponding vectors and matrices the general expressions for q and f for the system of
waveguides can be expressed as
q(t) = Φω,+q aω,+ cos(ωt) +
H∑
h=1
Φ
hω,−
q a
hω,− cos(hωt) +
Hm∑
h=2
Φ
hω,−
q a
hω,− cos( 1hωt)
f(t) = Φω,+f aω,+ cos(ωt) +
H∑
h=1
Φ
hω,−
f a
hω,− cos(hωt) +
Hm∑
h=2
Φ
hω,−
f a
hω,− cos( 1hωt)
(29)
The above expressions can be employed to perform a cyclostationary projection of the behaviour of the system through
the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) [40]. By performing the convenient substitution τ = ωt once again and
grouping the trigonometric terms the following expression can be acquired
q(τ) = Φω,+q T2a+ + T1Aω,−q (30)
with T2(τ) expressed as in Sec.2.2 and T1(τ) =
[
diag(cos τ)[2 j×2 j], diag(cos 2τ)[2 j×2 j], · · · , diag(cos Hτ)[2 j×2 j]
]
[2 j×2 jH],
while Aω,−q is the generalised displacement wave interaction coefficient vector now written as
Aω,−q =

Φ
ω,−
q Sωaω,+
Φ
2ω,−
q S2ωaω,+
· · ·
Φ
Hω,−
q SHωaω,+
· · ·
Φ
1
Hm ω,−
q S
1
Hm ωaω,+

[2 jH×1]
(31)
The expressions of Eq.22 are still valid and Eq.23 for the generalised equation of motion of the coupling element is
now modified as
ω2MRΦω,+q
d2T2
dτ2
aω,+ + ω2MRd
2T1
dτ2
Aω,−q + ωCRΦω,+q
dT2
dτ a
ω,++
+ωCRdT1dτ A
ω,−
q +KRΦω,+q T2aω,+ +KRT1Aω,−q + fNL = RΦ
ω,+
f T2a
ω,+ + RT1Aω,−f
(32)
It is noted that K in the above expression represents the elastic part of the mechanical behaviour of the coupling
element. A set of nonlinear, algebraic equations can be obtained through a Galerkin projection [41] of Eq.32 back
onto the set of harmonic solutions as
2Hmpi∫
0
[
T⊤1
[
ω2MRd
2T1
dτ2
+ ωCRdT1dτ +KRT1
]
Aω,−q − T⊤1 RT1A
ω,−
f
]
dτ+
2Hmpi∫
0
T⊤1
[
ω2MRΦω,+q
d2T2
dτ2
+ ωCRΦω,+q
dT2
dτ +KRΦ
ω,+
q T2 − RΦ
ω,+
f T2
]
aω,+dτ+
2Hmpi∫
0
T⊤1 fNLdτ = 0
(33)
A Newton’s iterative scheme similar to the one employed in Sec.2.2 can be used to extract the wave interaction
coefficients Sω/Hm ,· · ·Sω, S2ω, · · ·SHω out of Eq.33 by exciting one by one the incoming waves for each waveguide.
The generic iterative procedure of the employed Newton solution scheme is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Newton-like iterative scheme for computing the wave interaction coefficients for localised structural
nonlinearities
1: Set convergence criteria for the iterative process
2: Input the total number of investigated super-harmonics H and sub-harmonics Hm, the amplitudes of waves moving
towards the nonlinearity aω,+, the grouped displacement and force eigenvectors for the linear waveguides Φhω,+q ,
Φ
hω,−
q ,Φ
hω,+
f ,Φ
hω,−
f as well as the structural description of the nonlinear coupling element M, C, K and fNL
3: Input initially assumed complex values for the reflection and transmission coefficients under investigation
4: i ← 1 Substitute set of transmission and reflection coefficients in S, then compute Aω,−q , Aω,−f
5: Numerically evaluate Eq.33
6: Numerically evaluate the Jacobian matrix of sensitivities for each wave interaction coefficient sought
7: if Sensitivity satisfies the corresponding convergence criterion then
8: Solution corresponds to a local minimum
9: if Value of Eq.33 satisfies the corresponding convergence criterion then
10: Solution corresponds to global solution of wave interaction coefficients and process can end
11: else
12: Radically alter the assumed interaction coefficients and go to Step 4
13: end if
14: else
15: Use Jacobian in order to alter the assumed reflection/transmisison coefficients for converging towards a local
minimum. i ← i + 1 (next solution step). Go to Step 4
16: end if
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Figure 4: Periodic elastic waveguides connected through a coupling element exhibiting inelastic mechanical behaviour. A positive going wave + of
angular frequency ω impinging on the coupling element will give rise to reflected and transmitted outgoing − waves of multiple subharmonic and
superharmonic frequencies.
2.4. Generalization to an arbitrary number of connected waveguides
The scheme presented in Sec.2.3 can be generalised to include more than two waveguides connected at the nonlin-
ear coupling element. In the general case, we are assuming a system of N waveguides as in Fig.4. As already stated,
each waveguide can be of different and arbitrary layering and can also support a different number Wn of propagating
waves at a given frequency. Each supported wavemode w with w ∈ [1 · · ·Wn] for the nth waveguide in the system can
be grouped as
Φ
hω,+
n,q =
[
φ
hω,+
q,1 φ
hω,+
q,2 · · · φ
hω,+
q,W
]
Φ
hω,+
n, f =
[
φ
hω,+
f ,1 φ
hω,+
f ,2 · · · φ
hω,+
f ,W
]
Φ
hω,−
n,q =
[
φ
hω,−
q,1 φ
hω,−
q,2 · · · φ
hω,−
q,W
]
Φ
hω,−
n, f =
[
φ
hω,−
f ,1 φ
hω,−
f ,2 · · · φ
hω,−
f ,W
]
(34)
with each matrix being of dimension [ j × Wn]. The wavemodes of the entire system can be computed for each
waveguide n with n ∈ [1 · · ·N] and for the fundamental excitation frequency ω as well as for the higher and sub-
harmonics hω with h ∈ [1/Hm · · · 1 · · ·H] and be grouped as
Φ
hω,+
q =

Φ
hω,+
1,q 0 · · · 0
0 Φhω,+2,q · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · Φhω,+N,q

[ jN×WN]
(35)
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with similar expressions standing forΦhω,+f ,Φ
hω,−
q ,Φ
hω,−
f . For each waveguide, the local coordinate system is defined
such that the waveguide’s axis is directed towards the joint (direction +). The rotation matrix Rn transforms the DoFs
from the local to the global coordinates of the system. Rotation matrices can be grouped in a block diagonal matrix R
as
R =

R1 0 · · · 0
0 R2 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · RN

[ jN× jN]
(36)
The procedure then follows the same steps through Eq.26 to Eq.33 in order to sought the set of transmission and re-
flection coefficients for each harmonic frequency and each modelled waveguide when a single wave type is impinging
on the coupling element. The increase in the number of waveguides and the size of the concatenated wave basis can
radically increase the computational burden of the iterative solution scheme. Parallel computing algorithms can be
employed as the most straightforward tool to minimise the computational cost.
3. Numerical case studies
3.1. Validation of wave interaction coefficients through full FE simulations
The above exhibited scheme will be validated through full FE transient simulations. The entire 1D structure
is modelled through linear, brick solid FE and the displacements φω,+q,w corresponding to a certain propagating wave
mode w are imposed on one of its ends χ0 (see also Fig.5 for illustration). A Hanning-windowed signal containing
11 cycles is selected in order to minimise spectral leakage for the propagating packet. The displacements at a certain
monitoring cross-section of the waveguide laying before the LSN at distance χ1, are recorded along with the incident
and reflected wave signatures. The reflection coefficient is defined as the ratio of energies of the reflected signal over
the incident one. These wave packet energies can effectively be computed through a Fourier transform over the time
ranges corresponding to wave incidence and reflection. The same transform can directly furnish the wave energies
at each generated sub-harmonic and super-harmonic. Transmission coefficients can be computed through the same
approach with the monitored cross-section laying after the LSN.
Spatial (element size) and temporal (integration time step) resolutions of the finite element model are chosen to
ensure solution convergence while ensuring the model computational size is reasonable. Time step is selected equal
to
1
20fmax with fmax the maximum harmonic frequency considered in the problem. The element size is chosen equal
to
λmin
20 where λmin is the minimum wavelength to be taken into account in the wave basis (estimated through the
computed wavenumbers from the wave and finite element scheme in Sec.2.1). This discretisation is adequate to avoid
spatial aliasing and ensure the inclusion of higher harmonics [42]. The smaller the integration time step dt, the better
the accuracy of the numerical result which however induces a greater computational cost.
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of the computation of reflection/transmission coefficients through a transient FE analysis. A Hanning windowed
signal is imposed on one end of the waveguide and the response is measured at monitoring cross-section χ1. The energy of each wave packet is
then calculated through a Fourier transform.
3.1.1. Projecting structural motion of a waveguide on its wave basis
The full FE simulations provide a complete description of the global displacements of a waveguide’s cross-section
as a function of time. In certain cases however wave conversion may take place at the point of the LSN. It is therefore
essential to decompose these global displacements into a sum of independent wave mode displacements using the
wave superposition principle. It is indeed helpful to note that once the wave displacement basis
Φ
+
n,q =
[
φ+q,1 φ
+
q,2 · · · φ
+
q,W
]
(37)
for a certain composite waveguide has been determined through standard WFE computations, then any motion within
the structure can be described as a superposition of these wave mode shapes as
q+n = Φω,+n,q aω,+ (38)
with aω,+ the vector of amplitude coefficients denoting the participation of each wave type in the global waveguide
motion and which can be obtained for each cross-section and each instant in time if the physical displacements q+n
are known through inverting the above expression (a pseudoinverse can be employed when a reduced wave basis is
kept and Φω,+n,q is not square). By registering aω,+ as a function of time for a certain cross-section of the waveguide
and employing a Fourier transform, the frequency content for each wave type and subsequently the reflection and
transmission coefficients for each investigated wave motion is straightforward to obtain through the results of a full
FE transient simulation.
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3.2. Validation for an aluminium beam
The computational scheme exhibited above is initially applied in a discretized aluminium beam system as pre-
sented in Fig.6. The configuration comprises two waveguides having a cross-section of 8mm×12mm. The two
waveguides can in general have different characteristics however in this case they are both assumed to be made of
aluminium and are connected through a nonlinear element governed by a third order nonlinearity implemented within
the coupling element. A damping loss factor equal to η = 1% was considered. By modelling the identical waveguides
through the WFE approach presented in Sec.2.1, it can be found that four waves can propagate within the structure.
Figure 6: Schematic representation of the two healthy and elastic monolayer waveguides (a) and (b) coupled through a nonlinear element (c).
In order to validate the presented approach in the linear domain first, the results derived through Eq.24 are initially
compared against the methodology presented in [38] when a purely elastic coupling element is considered connecting
the two waveguides with Ece=Ewg/2 where Ece stands for the Young’s modulus of the coupling element and Ewg for
the one of the waveguides. The results for this linearly softened coupling element using both approaches are presented
in Fig.7.
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Figure 7: Absolute values of the wave interaction coefficients for a linearly softened coupling element connecting the two waveguides: Reflection
coefficients for the pressure wave computed according to the current scheme (–), Reflection coefficients computed as in [38] (◦), Transmission
coefficients computed according to the current scheme (· · · ), Transmission coefficients computed as in [38] ().
Excellent agreement is observed for the reflection and transmission coefficients, while the interaction coefficients
for the higher and sub-harmonic outgoing waves are as expected null. A nonlinear coupling element is subsequently
considered comprising a variable stiffness knl being dependent on the instantaneous deformation distance d. The
imposed amplitude of the incoming propagating wave is equal to 10µm. The results on the harmonic reflections
for a nonlinearly hardening element (computed through Eq.33) are presented below in Figs.8, 9. As expected and
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demonstrated in Fig.9, the LSN gives rise to higher harmonic waves which are generally more pronounced at higher
excitation frequencies.
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Figure 8: Absolute values of the wave reflection and transmission coefficients of the pressure propagating wave at frequency ω for a nonlinearly
hardened element with knl=1e13N/m3 : Reflection coefficients computed according to the current scheme (–), Reflection coefficients computed
through a full transient FE calculation (◦), Transmission coefficients computed according to the current scheme (-,), Transmission coefficients
computed through a full transient FE calculation ().
It is initially observed that an excellent agreement exists between the presented approach and the full FE transient
solution performed using ANSYSr, especially for reflections at the excitation frequency ω. Linear, solid brick
ANSYSr elements were used for the periodic unit cell, as well as for the full FE model. The exhibited scheme was
programmed using the R2013a version of MATLABr. Despite the fact that MATLABr solving capabilities are far
from being optimal, the computational time was reduced by a factor of 11.5 (3350 seconds/frequency for a full FE
computation to 290 seconds for the presented scheme). This computational time reduction owed to the employment
of periodic structure theory will be significantly greater for larger and more complex structural models as well as for
higher frequencies (in the MHz range) when a much finer mesh will be needed for simulating wave propagation.
3.3. Validation for a layered composite beam
The presented approach is next validated for an asymmetric layered composite beam with aluminium facesheets
and a polyurethane core having a cross-section of 8mm×12mm and the thicknesses of the layers being equal to 1mm,
10mm and 2mm respectively (see Fig.10). The entirety of the propagating waves can be sought through WFE and
without the need of any kinematic assumptions for the complex structures, as 3D FEs and displacement fields are
employed. In the general case where a nonlinear stress-strain relation is employed for the mechanics of the coupling
element, a dedicated algorithm has to be developed as in [43], in order to compute the nonlinear force vector by
inputting the kinematics of each FE. This however is out of the scope of this work, therefore (as with the aluminium
beam case study), nonlinear spring elements will be used in combination with linear 3D FEs for which fNL will be
straightforward to compute.
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Figure 9: Absolute values of the wave reflection and transmission coefficients for the pressure propagating wave at harmonic frequency 3ω for a
nonlinearly hardened element with knl=1e13N/m3: Reflection coefficients computed according to the current scheme (–), Reflection coefficients
computed through a full transient FE calculation (◦), Transmission coefficients computed according to the current scheme (-,), Transmission
coefficients computed through a full transient FE calculation ().
Figure 10: Schematic representation of the two healthy and elastic composite multilayer waveguides (a) and (b) coupled through an element (c)
exhibiting structural nonlinearity.
In practice, the wave modes can be excited one-by-one in a full FE transient simulation by employing the WFE
computed φ+q,n eigenvectors and applying them as time-dependent harmonic displacement boundary conditions (of
excitation frequency ω) at one of the extreme cross-sections of the waveguide. An 11-cycle Hanning window was
used for all transient excitations. The results on the fundamental and harmonic reflections for a nonlinearly hard-
ening element are presented below in Figs.11. Excellent agreement is observed between the fundamental frequency
reflection predictions obtained through the presented approach and through a full FE transient response prediction.
Moreover, good agreement is observed between the two approaches regarding the reflections computed for the 3ω
harmonic frequency. The most probable cause of the slight divergence observed between the two sets of results is the
fact that in a nonlinear transient FE problem energy is partially also channeled towards other harmonics (other than
the second one), which are not included in the harmonic balance expansion.
4. Conclusions
A novel comprehensive FE-based computational scheme was presented for quantifying guided wave interaction
with LSNs. Layered complex structures can be modelled through the presented approach as an FE discretization is
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Figure 11: Absolute values of the wave reflection and transmission coefficients of the pressure propagating wave for a nonlinearly hardened element
with knl=1e13N/m3 at: Reflection coefficients at frequency ω computed according to the current scheme (–), Reflection coefficients at frequency
ω computed through a full transient FE calculation (◦), Reflection coefficients at frequency 3ω computed according to the current scheme (· · · ),
Reflection coefficients at frequency 3ω computed through a full transient FE calculation (⋄), Transmission coefficients at frequency ω computed
according to the current scheme (-,), Transmission coefficients at frequency ω computed through a full transient FE calculation (), Transmission
coefficients at frequency 3ω computed according to the current scheme (- · -), Transmission coefficients at frequency 3ω computed through a full
transient FE calculation (+).
employed. The scheme couples wave propagation properties within linear structural waveguides to LSNs and is able
to compute the generation of harmonic frequencies for each wave mode through a harmonic balance projection. The
principal outcomes of the work are summarized as follows:
(i) The presented scheme was validated through comparison with a full FE transient response prediction. Excellent
agreement is observed between the two sets of results for the fundamental, as well as for higher harmonic frequency
predictions.
(ii) The new approach is able to predict reflections and transmissions at harmonic frequencies with a speed that is
orders of magnitude faster than conventional transient FE solutions. The exhibited approach focuses on calculations
for 1D structures with a 2D methodology extension currently under development.
(iii) Generation of higher order harmonics can become maximum at certain frequencies which can be excited for
facilitating the detection of certain nonlinearity scenarios (ideally related to the presence of certain damage).
Future developments are focusing towards modelling and implementing realistic damage models as a LSN. Ef-
ficient multiscale damage models are essential to develop in order to accurately capture the nonlinear mechanics of
advanced damage scenarios, while retaining the size of the FE model and the implied required computational effort at
acceptable levels.
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